
PETROLEUM GEOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED. 

It is impossible to trace the geological relations of petro
leum, so as to show with what rocks it is liable to be asso
ciated, where we might find it, and where we may surely 
find it; it is not limited to any particular formation or age. 
1L is found in almost every possible series of strata, from the 
lowest Silurian rocks up to the Tertiary and even Post-Ter
tiary formations. 'I'here are certain points in regard to the 
lUanner in which it lies in the rocks and is obtained from 
thelp. that are full of interest. These, perhaps, cannot be 
traced out to better advantage than by selecting one single 
region and studying the petroleum as it exists there. The 
" oil belt," as it is called, from which the main supply of 
the world is now derived, is a good example. This has 
mallY peculiar features belonging only to itself, but it may 
be assnmed to be fairly representative, so far as history and 
formation are concerned. 

The oil belt lies entirely west of the Alleghanies, extend
ing from Canada to Virginia, with a width of 70 miles and 
upward, but the part from which, practically, the entire pro
duct is derived is much smaller, being within the State of 
Pennsylvania and covering in round numbers 3,200 square 
miles, though in actual fact only 3972' square miles of even 
this limited space have really yielded oil in p3ying quanti
ties. 'fhis is, properly, the" oil center." Throughout its 
extent the oil wells are gathered in groups, and this group
ing is indicati ve of the relation between the rock oil and the 
rocks. 

I 

J'citutific !tuttican. 
Wherever water exists, either as a liquid or as solidified by 
combination, we fi'ld hydrogen in abundance, and in the 
carbonates we find the supply of carbon, and the structure 
of the lowest rocks of which we have any knowledge shows 
plainly that when solid materials began to have place, car
bon and hydrogen existed gaseously and separately. There 
is nothing to hinder their existing thus now; or if not thus 
uncombined at the present time, what is to hinder their be
ing set at liberty from other unions by the forces of their 
environment, and, thus prepared, to form hydrocarbons when 
presented to eaclJ other? And if thus set free and thus unit
ing, it is entirely within the range of natural forces that 
they should form, ami perhaps at the same place, the t wo 
which we find in juxtaposition-the gas and the liquid. It 
is true that, according to our ideas of chemistry, we rank 
these two hydrocarbons in different series; bnt that proves 
nothing except our inability to match the workings of the 
great laboratory in our small establishments. Recent re
searches have shown us that even we can begin to step from 
tbe one series into the other, and that the great internal 
forces should do it readily and constantly is certainly quite 
possible. If the supply of petroleum lies only at a small 
depth, there is little use in searching for a means of using it. 
But it is altogether probable that we must look deeper for 
its source, and as it is, perhaps, totally of inorganic origin, 
we may look tQ find the supply persistent. 

A. 

TONKIN. 
An oil well is simply a hole drilled down so that it may 

serve as a discharge pipe for a fluid that exists at a greater 
or less depth below the surface of the earth, and is The recent efforts in Asia of the French to obtain com
held there as if in a reservoir under pressure. As the drill plete possession of Tonkin have attracted to that region 
passes down, the" first sand rock" is struck and passed; some attention, and an account of its features and produc
nothing is found in it; further down comes the" second tiOllS seems needed. 
sand rock," like the first; further still, the drill strikes the Tonkin is bounded on the north by the Chinese provinces 

"third sand rock," which is truly the oil-bearing stratum, of Rouang-Tong, Kouang-Si, and Yunnan; on the south by 
that is, if the well" strikes oil," for a large proportion of the Cochin China; east by the Gulf of Tonkin; and on the west 
wells sunk are "dry holes." When the drill breaks through by a chain of mountains which separate it from the basin 
the oil-saturated sponge, as the sand rock may be called, the of the Me-kong, and the small States of Laos, which are tri
manifestations are sometimes wonderful. The fluid which butary to the realm of Siam. 
perme�tes the rock is, of course, in intercommunication Tonkin forms with Cochin China the realm of Annam, 
throughout its entire extent, and is always under more or which has Hue for its capital. Tonkin itself embraces 
less pressure. The mighty strain that the internal forces ex- 150,000 square kilometers (93 000 square miles), or more than 
ert is graphically illustrated w):\en a "spouting well" is one-quarter of France. 
slruck. Its principal rivers are the Rouge, Claire, Noire, Thai-

NolV the curious feature of this sand rock is that it, is not Bink, Song-Ma, Song-Mo, Song-Giauk. The most of these 
of uniform thickness, neither does it lie horizontal. Each rivers have slow currents, and are easily ascended. The 
individual mass or bed is found to be irregularly circular in rainy season is from April to September; the temperature 
form, saucer sha!>ed, and thickest in the middle. Within then does not exceed 35° Cent., and sinks to 16° Cent. 
every part of thh; space oil may be found; outside of it there During the dry season, from September to the end of March, 
is none until a similar bed is found. Judging from the the temperature falls from 15° Cent. to 7° Cent. above zero. 
quantity of oil which flows and continues to :!low.from a The popUlation is confined Lo the plains. Here are towns 
given well or group of wells, it seems nearly certain that the with 150,000 inhabitants, and others with 40,000 and de
source is tlot in the vicinity of the place from whence it is creasing numlJers. The north and west of TOtlkin is very 
drawn; that these disks of sand rock merely indicate a re- mountainous. These mountains are covered with magnifi
gion whieh, from its structure, serves as a sort of "chim- cent trees, and could be easily cultivated. They are occupied 
ney," through which the supply from beneath presses up- by Laotian races, who live upon them with few cares, and 
ward the pipe serving as a vent. This view of the distance unslIbjugated by the Annamite mandarins. 
of the source is of great interest and importance. If the The principal,river, the Red, forms at about 130,000 me
supply lies near the surface only, at the level where we tap tel'S (100 miles) from its mouth an immense delta of alluvium 
it, it does seem possible, and in fact probable, that the enor- of extreme fertility. 

. 

mons output of the present day must produce exhaustion, 'J'his delta is thickly populated. Rice is raised in abund
and at no very distant date. But if the true source is in the ance; two crops are harvested yearly. Maize is only culti
profound depths of the earth, we need have no fear of reach- vated in a few localities unfavorable for the production of 
ing a limit. rice. In the dry and sandy regions the Tonkins cultivate 

The nature of petroleum may aid in forming some idea of the igname, sweet potatoes, marsh roots, etc. Sugar cane is 
its origin and the prospects of its continuance. Being a largely grown, and under skillful cultivation would yield 
hydrocarbon intimately allied in chemical composition to enormous quantities of sugar. Unoccupied lands, which 
coal, especially bituminous, it was entirely natural, from the have never been planted and are gardens of fertility, would 
first, to infer that the two had a similar origin, and this produce an immense amount of this necessary, and the rivers 
opinion is still maintained hy many. As to the origin of and streams afford on every hand water power and easy 
coal, there can be no doubt; it was produced by the trans- transportation. 
formation of vegetable material, through the action of cer- The htl) slopes bordering the Ren River have been planted 
tain agencies of long duration, prominent among which with c,lffee trees, and good results have been attained. The 
have been heat and pressure. The rock strata in which these cheapness of labor and the abundance of land favor this 
vegetable masses were deposited previous to transformation enterprise. 
are almost universally ceJllcave, and we call them" coal Tonkin produces cotton, and of a fine quality. The fertile 
basins," recalling to mind the disks of sandstone in which alluvial plains afford it a similar habitat to that which it 
we find petroleum. The vegetable origin thus indicated ne- enjoys in Louisiana and the Carolinas. Tea and tobacco 
cessarily demands for coal an abundant development of find in Tonkin a very favorable borne. Cinnamon is one 
life, and no coal has been found in the rocks which are of the principal pl'odncts, and affords a large revenue. It is 
termed azoic. barvested upon the mountains of one district. The King of 

In this respect it differs from petroleum, though both of Annam monopolizes the best qualities. Among medicillal 
them occur in strata of various ages in the later formations. productions the most remarkable is the Hoang-Nan, a 
It is very seldom, however, that they are found in juxta- strychnine which grows in the mountains of Eo-Ohinh and 
position. A petroleum spring is not a guide to a coal vein, 

I 

of Nighe-An. It appears to cure mad ness, paralysis, leprosy, 
and though they are so similar in cliemical composition no the bites of snakes, and in general all forms of virus. Indi
other feature seems manifest which should lead us to infer go, oils of various sorts, resins, gutt.a-percha, varnishes 
that petroleum and coal have in any way a common origin. equal to the lacquer of the Chinese or of .Japan, essences, 
Aud though coal demonstrates the antecedent occurrence of perfumes, are all found in this rich country. Among pre
life, we cannot say the same thing of petroleum. We know cious woods the cala;mbac is remarkable. It is a most odori
that, at the present time, the sub�tances we call organic are ferous tree, and when buried a meter and a half (about five 
composed mainly of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen. feet) under the surface of the ground its odor reach.es the 
Petroleuhl is a hydrocarbou, but shows no signs of organic ail' above. Here grow rosewood, ehony, sapan, and sandal
ongm. The microscope shows no cells or fibers in it, as in wood. 
coal. To say the least, it is entirely possible that it is of In 'ron kin there are numerous gold mines, and even the 
inorganic ol'lgm. The antecedent presence of life is not at streams carry down the mountain sides flakes of gold. There 
all essenlial to effect R chemical union which will give us a are cantons where ducks are raised for the purpose of gath
hydrocarbon in either gaseous, liquid, or solid form. ering the gold from their excrements. In the mountains of 

No Qne probably thinks of demanding an organic origin high Tonkin, in the basin of the Red River and it.s tributary 
for carbureted hydrogen, which issues from some of the the Black River, the precious metal is found in large 
borings in the oil regions, and there are reasons for believ- amounts, and in many other districts the clearest indications 
ing that the same forces produced the two combinations. of its presence are shown. 
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Tonkin is equally rich in silver, of which however less is 
known. Copper is found in quantities which exceed those 
furnished by Chili and other American sources. Kettles 
wash basins, coffee pots, spittoons, are all made of copper. 

Tonkin also possesses tin mines. The principal localities 
around Lao-Kai have not been explored, from need of capi
tal, but those in the province of Yunnan are said to be the 
most impoliant known. Here over 10,000 people find em
ployment. But these valuable products do not complete 
the list of its mineral wealth. Mercury, zinc, argentiferous 
galena, bismuth, antimony, iron, and precious stones, besides 
the great deposits of coal, must be added to the dazzling list 
of its possessions. 

There are but few horses; they are of a good stock, small 
but vigorous. The cattle are small but well made; they be
long to the genus zebu, with a pad of flesh upon the neck at 
the head of the mane. The flesh-is excellent eating. Pork is 
the staple article of diet; not a family can be found without 
its pigs. The flesh is flat. There are no sheep, but numer
ous goats. 

Ducks, geese, chickens, and pigeons abound and sell at 
low prices. In the mountains and forests there are hidden 
tigers, panthers, bears, rhinoceri, and the elephant. The 
musk kid lives in the mountains, and here are encountered 
the deer, fawn, and roe buck, while on the plains the rabbit 
and partridges multiply. 

Then: are many beautifulllirds, whose plumage is a prize to 
the hat makers. Since the first year of Tonkin's commercial 
freedom, 15,000 to 20,000 skin s of birds have been exported, 
the most of them to France. On the coasts are gathered 
tortoise shell and pearl. 

The silk worm flourishes here, but the Tonkinese do Dot 
understand the unwinding of the cocoons, and their prO' 
ducts are imperfect and inferior. No country unites perhaps 
in so marked a degree as Tonkin all these various riches. 
Add to that a healthy climate, a docile population, alld it 
forms the most attractive colonial station in the world.-M. 
MUlot, in Rooue Scientijique. 

Werderlnann. 

It is with extreme regret we announce the decease, on 
September 15, of the well known electrical engineer, .Mr. R. 
Werdermaun, at the comparatively early age of 55 years. 
The decensed gentleman had been resident in London since 
the year 1870, when he brought over from Paris and intro 
duced into England the "Gramme" dynamo electric machine. 
NotwitlJstanding his long connection with the invention of 
M. Gramme, and the enthusiastic manner in which he 
championed this lUOst successful machine of modern times, 
we understand that he sustained heavy losses in his business 
as�ociations therewith. The recent decision of Judge 
Blatchford, in America, declaring the Gramme patent void, 
was, we believe, a most serious and heavy blow to him, as 
we are informed that he owned the American patent. In 
1878 Mr. Werdermann's name was most prominently brought 
forward in connection with his so-called semi-incandescent 
electric light. We published at the time full particulars of 
his lamp, which doubtless gave a great impetus to electric 
lighting in England, and which has since been successfully 
imitated by other electricians. 

The subjects we have mentioned are those by which Mr. 
Werdermann is best known, but the records of the Patent 
Office show very forcibly his great energy in other direc
tions. For the past two or three years he had busied him 
self in perfecLing a new dynamo and an incandescent lamp, 
referred to at various times in our columns. He was an emi
nently practical electrician, and his knowledge of many 
other branches of science was very considerable. It was 
our lot to be in almost daily communication with Mr. Wer
dermann for some years, and to assist in the numberle�s ex
periments which he made with dynamos of various construc
tions, arc lamps "and electric candles, electro plating, the 
transmission of power by electricity, which is now attract
ing so much attention at home and abroad, electrical rail
ways, and many other minor matters in which electricity 
played the leading part. 

The results of thm:e experiments will probably never be 
known to the world, but from our own experience we can 
truly say that many things which are now in successful ope
ration were fully worked out by Mr. W t'rdermann in the 
early days of dynamos. His inventive mind led him to at
tempt too many things, the result being that before one sub
ject had been fairly started toward a successful career it was 
abandoned for another. Like many oLhers who have labored 
toward the advancement of science, it is Lo be fear«<d that he 
has left his family, consisting of the widow, a son, and thrfle 
daughters, without any provision for the future. Space will 
not permit us to dwell upon the many admirable personal 
qualities possessed by Mr. Werdermann. An affectionate 
father, and a stanch friend to those who possessed his con
fidence, he will be kindly remembered by those who gained 
his esteem. 

We look back with Siitiafaction that in former days we 
were enabled to render him such assistance as lay in our 
power, but it is much to be regretted that his long and 
laborious toiling has been so ill rewarded.-Electrical Re
view. 

THE Swedish and Danish Goverllments have decided 'to 
lay down a new submarine cable between the two countries. 
The cable, which will consist of four wires, will be laid 
from Helsingborg to Elsiuore via the island of Hveen. 
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